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Project Profile: Canal Connections
Client: Pennine Prospects
Value: Programme - £100k +
Research, Consultation, Strategy, Artist Commissioning and Project Delivery
Duration: June 2012 – Dec 2013

Project Aims

Oversee the development of artists’ design proposals and the delivery of a programme of artists’
public commissions as part of Canal Connections, the ongoing Interpretation Programme of the
Rochdale Canal in the South Pennines. The completed project won the National Living Waterways
award for Art and Interpretation in 2014.
Objectives

Establishment of project working groups for each of the locations

Location analysis and site selection

Ongoing facilitation and administration of project working group

Preparation of artistic briefs for each location

Management of art and design proposals

Liaison with partners and landscape design team at Calderdale Council

Ongoing engagement with project working groups

Management of artists’ appointment procedures

Presentation of final designs to Client Steering Group and Stakeholders

Overseeing detailed design, fabrication and installation of the artworks

Preparation and submission of planning applications

Budget administration and monitoring

Arrangement of launch event/unveiling ceremony

Arrangement of evaluation meeting and feedback report
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Outcomes

A strong thematic approach responding to the needs of stakeholders but sensitive to each
location

Fully costed proposals that respond to the restrictions of the sites

A project plan and artistic approach that increases appreciation and awareness of the canal

Interpretation strategy designed and delivered

Endorsement of the stakeholders through extensive consultation

An extendable strategy for commissioning within the canal system

Council Officer and Member endorsement for the strategy

Setting precedents for the quality of artworks and relevance of process for the partner
local authority, Calderdale

Fully delivered program
Project Overview
The Rochdale Canal is an important leisure resource and amenity running through the South Pennines. This was the M62 of its day and revolutionised the carriage of goods . Suddenly packhorse
trails and small payloads were superseded by the canal system that could carry many tons of grain,
coal, wool or other goods.
The canal network is now used mainly for leisure and is a valuable wildlife habitat. The Canal Connections program aims to encourage greater use of the canals and the towpath and increase understanding of the social and industrial heritage of the system.
These commissions form part of the wider Canal Connections project, focusing on the heritage of
the Rochdale Canal within Yorkshire as it dramatically climbs over the South Pennines. They help
people learn about the cultural significance of the Rochdale Canal, and collectively the artworks and
interpretation system promote understanding and appreciation of the Canal’s place in the
development of our communities and the canal-side settlements of today. The program provided
opportunities for people to actively participate in the Canal’s ongoing regeneration and harnessed
the community’s passion for our past and celebrate the rich heritage of the South Pennines.
The project tells the story of the development of the area's industrial and social heritage
concentrating on:
Documenting the extraordinary engineering feat of building a canal over the South Pennines
and the vision of those who conceived it;
Exploring how the carriage of goods opened up the area to rapid social change;
Revealing the lives of those who were employed both on the canal and in the industries that
developed as a result of the trade that the canal brought;
Understanding the development of the unique heritage assets such as the Great Wall of Todmorden, Guillotine lock, Gauxholme viaduct and the deepest lock in the UK;
Celebrating the inspiring history of the restoration of the canal in the 1970s, capturing the
stories of those who championed its restoration and still actively support further
development of the Canal today.
Key locations for interpretative panels were chosen and designs created by Artists Jane Revitt and
Andy Plant.
In addition a series of key ‘town hubs’ were identified and artists have been commissioned to create
3 dimensional interpretations of the canal culture and heritage.
At Todmorden a cast iron globe has been sited, tracing the trade routes to the rest of the world that
were triggered by the coming of the canal to the town.
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At Summit Pound, a 3 dimensional symbol of the Pennine Watershed has been cast in iron and the
surface decorated with words from Andrew MacMillan’s poem “Watershed”.
At Lock 39, a five metre long iron casting has been sited, representing the linear and intertwining
nature of the canal and the road and rail links that run alongside it. The piece tells a brief story of
the canal in embossed lettering, explaining how the canal was the M62 of its day.
At Hebden Bridge, Lucy Casson has created a ‘Horse Bench’. The bench has the unmistakeable
humour of Lucy’s work and references the vernacular iconography of canal architecture and the use
of horses across the canal linked industries.
At Broad Bottom Lock in Mytholmroyd, Kenny Hunter created the beautiful Hawk sculpture referring to Ted Hughes’ poem ‘Hawk Roosting’. This area is just where Hughes played as a boy and we
introduced Kenny to Hughes’ boyhood friend Donald Crossley. This helped inform and inspire the
project.

At Luddendenfoot beside Boys Bridge, Joss Smith has transformed a piece of dense and
impenetrable scrub into a charming and useful meeting place and seating area. From background
research Joss was able to recreate an area that reflects the shape of the former canal pool. The
new Kilkenny Limestone Sculpture was inspired by the woven fenders that each boat carries.
Three barge shaped stone benches help populate the space.
Each of the above is accompanied by an artist designed interpretation monolith.
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Sample from one of the interpretation panels

